Master Chinese brush painting with this unique package of books and tools. This complete set includes two 96-page instruction books—one on techniques and one filled with step-by-step projects—and a super starter set of tools to get you painting.

My Personal Review:
I always was attracted to Chinese brush painting since I saw a painting in my parents' home. I thought it would be very difficult to learn. It was not at all. After a few lessons I was painting bamboo trees and even selling the paintings. I wanted to expand and got the Chinese Brush Painting set. The set first of all is really nice with different inks, brushes, tray, and stone. There are two books, one for techniques that is quite comprehensive as well as a book for projects. Really, I do not see why anyone wanting to learn Chinese brush painting can't keep busy with this set for a long time. As per previous reviewer, this is not just for the novice. Creative Painting for the Young Artist

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
The Complete Chinese Brush Painting Set by READERS DIGEST - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!